WORK SESSION AGENDA

8:30 – 8:45 AM  Arrival; tech check; faculty into designated groups

8:45 – 9:20 am  Welcome and intros; housekeeping; IRIS bag contents and planning materials; outcomes and goals for the day

9:20 – 10:30 am  IRIS site map and new features; brief exploration and application to courses/fieldwork

10:30 – 10:45 am  Break

10:45 – 11:45 am  Designated group work on matching resources to courses; scope and sequence and links to standards

11:45 – 12:00  Report out; share main discussion points/program questions

12:00 – 12:45 pm  Working lunch: List of recommended resources for each class

12:45 – 1:30 pm  Refining class resource list and possible fieldwork links; scaffolding of resources to increase application of content knowledge

1:30 – 3:30 pm  Program matrix negotiation and development; scope and sequence development plan and coordination for an ongoing process to monitor matrix/resource use in classes and fieldwork; evaluations/feedback